
D c,cuments
Considering the Evidence :

The Making of Japanese Civilization

fapan's historical development during the postclassical era places it among

I the third-wave civilizations-Russian, Swahili, Srivijaya, west European,
-klami.-that took shape betlveen 5oo and r5oo. Each of them was distinctive
in particular ways, but all of them followed the general patterns of earlier civ-
ilizations in the creation of cities, states, stratified societies, patriarchies, writ-
ten languages, and more. Furthermore, many of them borrowed extensively

from nearby and older civilizations. In the case ofJapan, that borrowing was

primarily from China, its towering neighbor to the west.The documents that

follow provide glimpses of a distinctiveJapanese civilization in the nuking, even

as that civilization selectively incorporated elements of Chinese thinking and

practice (see pp. 394-97).

Document 9.r

Japanese Political Ideals

As an earlyJapanese state gradually took shape in the sixth and seventh centur-
ies, it was confronted by serious internal divisions of clan, faction, and religion.
Externally,Japanese forces had been expelled from their footholds in Korea,

while Japan also faced the immense power and attractiveness of a reunified

China under the Sui and Tang dynasties (see pp. 38o-85). In these circum-

stances, Japanese authorities sought to strengthen their own emerging state

by adopting a range of Chinese political values and practices. This Chinese

influence in Japanese political thinking was particular\ apparent in the so-

called Seventeen Article Constitution issued by Shotoku, which was a set of
general guidelines for court ofiicials.

I .lVhat 
elements of Buddhist, Confucian, or Legalist thinking are reflected

in this document? (Review pp. r92i5 and rgg-zot and Documents 4.3,

pp. 174-75, and 5. r, pp. zt7-rg.)

I What can you inGr about the internal problems that Japanese rulers

faced?
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l. Harrnony is to be valued, and an avoidance of
wanton opposition to be honored.All men are influ-
enced by class feelings, and there are few who are
intelligent. Hence there are some who disobey their
lords and fathers, or who maintain feuds with the
neighboring villages. But when those above are har-
monious and those below are friendly, and there is

concord in the discussion of business, right views
of things spontaneously gain acceptance....

z. Sincerely reverence the three treasures... the
Buddha, the Law [teachings], and the Priesthood

[community of monks]. .. .

3. When you receive the Imperial commands,
fail not scrupulously to obey them. The lord is
Fleaven, the vassal is Earth. Heaven overspreads,

Source:'W G. Aston, trans., Nihongi : Chronicles of Japan
from the EarliestTimes to A.D. 692 (London: Paul,Trench,
tuebner, 1896), z:rzg-33.
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and Earth upbears.... fW]hen the superior acts, rhe
inferior yields compliance.

4. The Ministers and functionaries should make
decorous behavior their leading principle. . . . If the
superiors do not behave with decorum, the inferi-
ors are disorderly....

5. Ceasing from gluttony and abandoning cov-
etous desires, deal impartially with the [egal] suits
which are submitted to you....

6. Chastise that which is evil and encourage
that which is good. This was the excellent rule of
antiquity....

7. Let every man have his own charge, and let
not the spheres of dury be confused. When wise
men are entrusted with office, the sound of praise
arises. If unprincipled men hold ofiice, disasters and
tumults are multiplied. In this world, few are born
with knowledge: wisdom is the producr of earnest
meditation. In all things, whether great or small,
find the right man, and they will surely be well
managed....

COI{SIDERIIIG THE EVIDEl{Cg / OOCUMEITS: THE MAKING oF JAPANESE CIVILIZATION

r How might Shotoku define an ideal Japanese state?

r 'Why do you think Shotoku omitted any menrion of traditional

Japanese gods or spirits or the Japanese claim that their emperor was

descended from the sun goddess Amaterasu?

Despite this apparent embrace of dl things Chinese, Shotoku's attitude
toward China itself is less clear. In various letters that he senr to the Chinese
Sui dynasty ruler, Shotoku inscribed them as follows:"The Son of Heaven of
the Land of the Rising Sun to the Son of Heaven of the Land of the Setting
Sun." Another read: "The Eastern Emperor Greets the Western Emperor."35
Considering their country as the Middle Kingdom, greatly superior to all its
neighbors, Chinese court ofiicials were incensed at these apparent assertions of
equdity. It is not clear whether Shotoku was deliberately claiming equivalence
with China or if he was simply unaware ofhow such language might be viewed
in China.

Snororu

The Seuenteen Article Constitution
6o4
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Zen Buddhism, often known as Chan in China, was introduced to Japan
about the same time that Pure Land was taking root. Both were concerned
with making Buddhism available to the widest possible audience, for all persons

possessed a Buddha nature and could potentially achieve awakening. But the
Zen tradition decisively rejected the idea of relying on an external divine
source, such as the Amida Buddha. Rather, serious practitioners should look
within themselves through a highly disciplined form of meditation known as

zazen.This meant much less emphasis on religious texts and philosophical dis-
cussion than in some other expressions ofBuddhism. Furthermore, Zen valued
very higtrly the transmission of teachings from master to disciple in an unbro-
ken line of succession from the historical Buddha himself. Document g.z pre-
sents extracts from the writings of Dogen (lzoo-r253), among the first and
most well-known of thoseJapanese monks who introducedZento their home-
land, after extensive study in China.

I What was distinctive aboutZen practice?

I Why do you think Zen was particularly attractive forJapan's warlords
and its samurai warrior class?

I 'What distinguished Zen from Pure Land Buddhism in Japan?

I What understandings lie behind the strict discipline of Zen? How
might Buddhist critics of this approach take issue with Dogen?

DocnN

409

Century

ing under a good teacher, there is no need for light-
ing incense, worshipful prostrations, recalling the
Buddha (nembutsu), repentance, or chanring scriprure.

Just sit and slough "10"1*:""0.
When I stayed atT'ien-t'ung monastery [in China],
the venerable Ching used to stay up sitting until the
small hours of the morning and then after only a

little rest would rise early to start sitting again. In the
meditation hall he went on sitting with the other
elders, without letting up for even a single night.
Meanwhile many ofthe monks went offro sleep.The
elder would go around among them and hit the
sleepers with his fist or a slipper, yelling at them ro
wake up. If their sleepiness persisted, he would go
out to the hallway and ring the bell to summon the

Writings on Zen Buililhism
Thirteenth

\Y/. teach: For all the Buddha dharma-preserving
YY Zen ancestors and Buddhas, sitting upright

in the practice of selflacrualizing samddhi [concentra-
tion] is the true path ofawakening.Both in India and
in China, all who have attained awakening did so in
this way. Because in every generation each teacher
and each disciple intimately and correcdy transmitted
this marvelous art, I learned the genuine initiation.

In the correctly transmitted Zen lineage we
teach:This direcdy transmitted, authoritative Buddha
dharma is the best of the best. Once you starr study-

Source:William Theodore de Bary et al., Sources of
Japanese Tiailition, r :3 z r ; William Theodore de Bary, The
BuddhistTiadition in India, China and Japar (Newyork:
Vintage Books, ry69), 372-73.
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408 GHAPTER 9 / CHTNA AND THE WORLD: EAST ASTAN CONNECTIONS, 5OO-13OO

ro. Let us cease from wrath, and refrain from
angry looks. Nor let us be resentful when others dif-
fer from us. For all men have hearts, and each heart
has its own leanings.... tAXl of us are simply ordi-
nary men....

rr. Give clear appreciation to merit and demerit,
and deal out to each its sure reward or punishment.
In these days, reward does not attend upon merit, nor
punishment upon crime. You high functionaries,
who have charge of public affairs, let it be your task
to make clear rewards and punishments....

12. Let not the provincial authorities or the

[ocal nobles] levy exactions on the people. In a

country there are not two lords. . . . The sovereign is

the master of the people of the whole country. . . .

r5. To turn away fiom that which is private, and

to set our faces toward that which is public-this is

the path of a Minister. . . .

16. Let the people be employed [in forced labor]
at seasonable times.This is an ancient and excellent
rule. Let them be employed, therefore, in the winter
months, when they are at leisure. But from spring
to autumn, when they are engaged in agriculture
or with the mulberry trees, the people should not be

so employed. For ifthey do not attend to agriculture,
what will they have to eat? If they do not attend the
mulberry trees, what will they do for clothing?

17. Decisions on important matters should not
be made by one person alone.They should be dis-
cussed with many.

Document 9.2

Buddhism in Japan:The ZenTladition

Buddhism was perhaps Japan's most signi{icant culrural borrowing. Although
the religion had begun in India and enteredJapan from Korea in the mid-sixth
century it was widely viewed as a Chinese import, conveying, according to one

historian, a "Chinese-sryl. dig*ty and civilization" for an emergingJapanese

state. To the rulers of that new state, Buddhism was politically useful, for it
provided a potentially unifying religious tradition for a divided society and sup-

port for the imperial regime.36Yet Buddhism inJapan was never a single tra-

dition, for a great variery ofBuddhist sects, practices, and schools ofthought,
most of them of Chinese origin, took root inJapan. Frequently they were at

odds with one another and with the Japanese state as well.

The Pure Land school of Buddhist practice achieved widespread poPu-

larity inJapan beginning in the twelfth century and represented a democrati-

zation of a religion that had earlier given special prominence to monks;;;" :"
elites in aristocratic circles. Its goal was no longer niruana, the enlightenment

gained in this lif. by the strenuous personal effort of a few individuals, but
rather rebirth in the Pure Land of the'Western Paradise, a heavenly place of
beaury and delight where firll awakening wx virtually guaranteed (seeVisual

Source 5.5,p.44).That possibility was now open to many simply by calling

repeatedly on the name ofAmida, a compassionate Buddha figure from ages

past and an earlier incarnation of the historical Buddha. Nama Amida Butsu

(Praise be to Amida Buddha)-that was the invocation, known as nembutsu,

that offered divine assistance to all struggling seekers, ordinary people as well
as monks, women as well as men, and even outcasts and the impure'
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410 cHAprER 9 / cntHn AND THE woRLD: EAsr AstAN coNNEcrtoNs, 5oo-13oo

monks to a room apart, where he would lecture to

them by the light of a candle.
"'W.hat use is there in your assembling together

in the hall only to go to sleep? Is this all that you left
the world and joined holy orders for?... Great is the
problem of birth and death; fleeting indeed is our
transitory existence. Upon these rruths both the scrip-

tural and meditation schools agree.What sort of ill-
ness awaits us tonight, what sort of death tomorrow?
'While we have life, not to practice Buddha's Law but
to spend the time in sleep is the height offoolishness.

Because of such foolishness Buddhism today is in a

state of decline. . . .

Upon another occasion his attendants said to
him,"The monks are getting overtired or falling ill,
and some are thinking of leaving the monastery all

because they are required to sit too long in medita-

tion. Shouldnt the length of the sitting period be

shortened?" The master became highly indignant.
"That would be quite wrong.A monk who is not
really devoted to the religious life may very well fall
asleep in a half hour or an hour. But one truly
devoted to it who has resolved to persevere in his

religious discipline will eventually come to enjoy the

practice of sitting, no matter how long it lasts.When
I was young I used to visit the heads ofvarious mon-
asteries, and one of them explained to me,'Formerly
I used to hit sleeping monls so hard that my fistjust
about broke. Now I am old and weak, so I cant hit
them hard enough.Therefore it is difiicult to pro-
duce good monks. In many monasteries today the

superiors do not emphasize sitting strongly enough,

and so Buddhism is declining. The more you hit
them the better,'he advised me."

Docurnent 9.J

The l-Jniqueness ofJaPan

DespiteJapan's extensive cultural borrowing from abroad, or perhaps because

of that borrowing,Japanese wtiters often stressed the unique and superior fea-

tures of their own country. Nowhere is this theme echoed more clearly than

n The Chronicle of the DireA Descent of C.ods and Souereigns, written by Kitabatake

chikafusa (rzg3-45$.Alongtime court ofiicial and member of one branch

of Japan's imperial family, Kitabatake wrote at a time of declining imperial

authority in Japan, when two court centers competed in an extended "war of

the courts."As an advocate for the southern court, Kitabatake sought to prove

that the emperor he served was legitimate because he had descended in unbro-

ken line from the Age of the Gods. In making this argument, he was also a

spokesman for the revival of Japan's earlier religious tradition of numerous

gods and spirits, known later as Shintoism.

I In Kitabatake's view, what was distinctive about Japan in comparison to

China and India?

I How might the use ofJapan's indigenous religious tradition, especially

the Sun Goddess, serve to legitimize the imperial rule of Kitabatake's

family?

I How did Kitabatake understand the place of Confucianism and

Buddhism in Japan and their relationship to Shinto beliefs?
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The Chronicle of the Direct Descent of Gods and Souereigns
r339

fapan is the divine country.The heavenly ancestor

I it was who first laid its foundations, and the Sun
"Godd.r. left her descendants to reign over it forever
and ever.This is true only of our country and noth-
ing similar may be found in foreign lands. That is

why it is called the divine country.

In the age of the gods,Japan was knor,rm as the "ever-
fruitful land of reed-covered plains and luxuriant
ricefields."This name has existed since the creation
of heaven and earth.... [I]t may thus be considered
the prime name ofJapan. It is also called the coun-
try of the great eight islands.This name was given
because eight islands were produced when the Male
Deiry and the Female Deiry begotJapan....Japan is

the land of the Sun Goddess [Amaterasu]. Or it may
have thus been called because it is near the place
where the sun rises.... Thus, sinceJapan is a separate
continent, distinct from both India and China and
lying in a great ocean, it is the country where the
divine illustrious imperial line has been transmitted.

The creation of heaven and earth must everywhere
have been the same. for it occurred within the same
universe, but the Indian, Chinese, and Japanese tra-
ditions are each different....

In China, nothing positive is stated concerning
the creation of the world, even though China is a

country which accords special importance to the
keeping ofrecords....

, The beginnings ofJapan in some ways resemble

' the Indian descriptions, telling as it does ofthe world's
creation from the seed of the heavenly gods. How-
ever, whereas in our country the succession to the
throne has followed a single undeviating line since
the first divine ancestor, nothing of the kind has

existed in India.After their first ruler, King People's

Source: William Theodore de Bary et al., Sourees oJ

Japanese Tiaditdon (New York: Columbia Universiry Press,

zoor), r:358-63.
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Krranarexs Cnrxarusa

Lord, had been chosen and raised to power by the
populace, his dynasry succeeded, but in later times
most of his descendants perished, and men of infe-
rior genealogy who had powerful forces became the
rulers, some of them even controlling the whole of
India. China is also a country of notorious disorden.
Even in ancient times,when life was simple and con-
duct was proper, the throne was offered to wise
men, and no single lineage was established. Later, in
times of disorder, men fought for control of the
country.Thus some of the rulers rose from the ranks
of the plebians, and there were even some of bar-
barian origin who usurped po\Mer. Or some families
after generations ofservice as ministen surpased their
princes and eventually supplanted them.There have
already been thirty-six changes ofdynasty since Fuxi,
and unspeakable disorders have occurred.

Only in our country has the succession remained
inviolate from the beginning of heaven and earth to
the present. It has been maintained within a single
Iineage, and even when, as inevitably has happened,
the succession has been transmitted collaterally, it has

returned to the true line. This is due to the ever-
renewed Divine Oath and makes Japan unlike all
other countries....

Then the Great Sun Goddess. . . sent her grandchild
to the world below.Eighty million deiries obeyed the
divine decree to accompany and serve him.Among
them were thirty-two principal deities....Two of
these deities...received a divine decree specially
instructing them to aid and protect the divine grand-
child. [The Sun Goddess] uttered these words of
command: "Thou, my illustrious grandchild, proceed
thither and govern the land. Go, and may prosper-
ity attend thy dpasty, and may it, like Heaven and
Earth. endure forever.". . .

Because our Great Goddess is the spirit of the
sun, she illuminates with a bright virtue which is
incomprehensible in all its aspects but dependable
alike in the realm of the visible and invisible. All
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472 GHAPTER 9 / CHTNA AND THE WORLD: EAST ASTAN CONNECTTONS, 5OO-13OO

sovereigns and ministers have inherited the bright
seeds of the divine light, or they are descendants of
the deiries who received personal instruction from
the Great Goddess.Who would not stand in reverence

before this fact?The highest object of all teachings,
Buddhist and Confucian included, consists in realiz-
ing this fact and obeying in perfect consonance its
principles. It has been the power ofthe dissemination

of the Buddhist and Confucian texts which has spread

these principles....Since the reign of the Emperor
O3in, the Confucian writings have been disseminated,

and since Prince Shotoku's time Buddhism has flour-
ished inJapan. Both these men were sages incarnate,
and it must have been their intention to spread a

knowledge of the way of our country in accordance
with the wishes of the Great Sun Goddess.

Document p.{

Social Life at Court

For many centuries, high culture inJapan-art, music, poetr)t, and literature-
found a home in the imperial court, where men and women of the royal

family and nobiliry together with various attendants, mixed and mingled.That
aristocratic culture reached its high point bervveen the ninth and twelfth cen-

turies, but, according to one prominent scholar, it "has shaped the aesthetic

and emotional liG of the entireJapanese people for a millennium."37'Women

played a prominent role in that culture, both creating it and describing it.Among
them was Sei Shonagon (g66-rot), a lady-in-waiting to the Empress Sadako.

lnher Pillow Book,a series of brief and o{ien witty observations, Sei Shonagon

described court life as well as her own likes and dislikes.

I What impression does Sei Shonagon convey about the relationship of
men and women at court?

I How would you describe her posture toward men, toward women, and

toward ordinary people?'What insight can you gain about class differences

from her writing?

I In what ways does court liG, as Sei Shonagon describes it, reflect Buddhist

and Confucian influences, and in what ways does it depart from, and

even challenge, those traditions?

Snr SnoNacoN

Pillow Book
ca. rooo

hat parents should bring up some beloved son
of theirs to be a priest is really distressing. No

Source: Ivan Morris, trans. and ed.,The Pillow Book of
Sei Shonagon (NewYork: Columbia lJniversiry Press,

rggr), z5-26, 39, 44-45, 47, 49-So, 53, 254-55.

doubt it is an auspicious thing to do; but unfortu-
nately most people are convinced that a priest is as

unimportant as a piece of wood, and they treat him
accordingly. A priest lives poorly on meager food,
and cannot even sleep without being criticized.While
he is young, it is only natural that he should be
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coilsrDERrrG THE EvrDEr{cr / oocume xrs: THE MAKTNG oF,ApANEsE crvrLrzATroN 473

curious about all sorts of things, and, if there are An admirer has come on a clandestine visit, but
women about, he will probably peep in their direc- a dog catches sight of him and starts barking. One
tion (though, to be sure, with a look of aversion on feels like killing the beast.

his face). What is wrong about that? Yet people One has been foolish enough to invite a man
immediately 6nd fault with him for even so small to spend the night in an unsuitable place-and
a lapse. . .. then he starts snoring.

A preacher ought to be good-looking. For, if
we are properly to understand his worthy senti-
ments, we must keep our eyes on him while he
speaks; should we look away, we may forget to
listen. Accordingly an ugly preacher may well be
the source of sin. . . .

When I make myself imagine what it is like to
be one of those women who live at home, faith-
fully serving their husbands-women who have not
a single exciting prospect in life yet who believe
that they are perfecdy happy-I am filled with
scorn....

I cannot bear men who believe that women
serving in the Palace are bound to be frivolous and
wicked. Yet I suppose their prejudice is under-
standable. After all, women at Court do not spend
their time hiding modestly behind fans and
screens, but walk about, looking openly at people
they chance to meet.Yes, they see everyone face to
face, not only ladies-in-waiting like themselves,but
even Their Imperial Majesties (whose august
names I hardly dare mention), High Court Nobles,
senior courtiers, and other gentlemen of high
rank. In the presence of such exalted personages
the women in the Palace are all equally brazen,
whether they be the maids of ladies-in-waiting, or
the relations of Court ladies who have come to
visit them, or housekeepers, or latrine-cleaners, or
women who are of no more value than a roof-tile
or a pebble. Small wonder that the young men

'regard them as immodest! Yet are the gentlemen
themselves any less so? They are not exacdy bash-
ful when it comes to looking at the great people
in the Palace. No, everyone at Court is much the
same in this respect.. ..

Hateful Things

. .. A man who has nothing in particular to recom-
mend him discusses all sorts of subjects at random
as though he knew everything....

A gentleman has visited one secredy.Though he
is wearing a tall,lacquered hat, he nevertheless wants
no one to see him. He is so flurried, in fact, that
upon leaving he bangs into something with his hat.
Most hateful! ...

A man with whom one is having an affair keeps
singing the praises of some woman he used to
know. Even if it is a thing of the past, this can be
very annoying. How much more so if he is still see-
ing the woman! . ..

A good lover will behave as elegantly at dawn
as at any other time. He drags himself out of bed
with a look ofdismay on his face.The lady urges him
on: "Come, my friend, it's getting light.You dont
want anyone to find you here." He gives a deep sigh,
as ifto say that the night has not been nearly long
enough and that it is agony to leave. Once up, he
does not instantly pull on his trousers. Instead he
comes close to the lady and whispers whatever was
left unsaid during the night. Even when he is dressed,

he still lingers, vaguely pretending to be fastening
his sash... .

Indeed, one's attachment to a man depends
largely on the elegance ofhis leave-taking.\X/hen he
jumps out of bed, scurries about the room, tightly
fastens his trouser-sash, rolls up the sleeves of his
Court cloak, over-robe, or hunting costume, stufB
his belongings into the breast of his robe and then
briskly secures the outer sash-one rea\ begins to
hate him....

It is very annoying, when one has visited Hase
Temple and has retired into one's enclosure, to be
disturbed by a herd of common people who
come and sit outside in a row, crowded so close
together that the tails of their robes fall over each
other in utter disarray. I remember that once I was
overcome by a great desire to go on a pilgrimage.
Having made my way up the log steps, deafened
by the fearful roar of the river, I hurried into rny
enclosure, longing to gaze upon the sacred coun-
tenance of Buddha. To mv dismav I found that a
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throng of commoners had settled themselves di-
recdy in front of me, where they were incessantly
standing up, prostrating themselves, and squatting
down again.They looked like so many basket-worms

as they crowded together in their hideous clothes,
leaving hardly an inch of space between them-
selves and me. I really felt like pushing them all over
sidewavs.

Docurnent 9.5

The 
.Way 

of the Warrior

As the Japanese imperial court gradually lost power to military authorities in
the countryside, a further distinctive feature ofJapanese civilization emerged

in the celebration of mertial virtues and the warrior class-the samurai-that
embodied those values. From the twelfth through the mid-nineteenth century
public life and government inJapan was dominated by the samurai, while their

culture and values, known as bushido,expressed the highest ideals of political

leadership and of personal conduct. At least in the West, the samurai are Per-
haps best known for preferring death over dishonor, a posture expressed in
seppuku (ritual suicide).But there was much more to bushido than this,for the

samurai served not only as warriors but also as bureaucrats-magistrates,land
managers, and provincial governors-acting on behalf of their lords (daimyo) or

in service to military rulers known as shoguns. Furthermore, although bushido

remained a distinctivelyJapanese cultural expression,it absorbed both Confucian

and Buddhist values as well as those of the indigenous Shinto tradition.

The two selections that follow reflect major themes of an emerging bushido

culture, the way of the warrior. The first excerpt comes from the writings of
ShibaYoshimasa (44g-t4rb;, a f..tdd lord, general, and administrator as well

as a noted poet, who wrote a manual of advice for the young warriors of his

own lineage. Probably the man who most closely approximated in his own life

the emerging ideal of a cultivated warrior was Imagawa Ryoshun (t325-t4zo),

famous as a poet, a military commander, and a devout Buddhist.The second

excerpt contains passages from a famous and highly critical letter Imagawa

wrote to his adopted son (who was also his younger brother).The letter was

published and republished hundreds of times and used for centuries as a primer

or school text for the instruction of young samurai.

I Based on these accounts, how would you define the ideal samurai?

I -W'hat 
elements of Confucian, Buddhist, or Shinto thinking can you

find in these selections? How do these writers reconcile the peaceful

emphasis of Confucian and Buddhist teachings with the military
dimension of bushido?

t What does the Imagawa letter suggest about the problems facing the

military rulers ofJapan in the fourteenth century?
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SntsaYosrMAsa

Aduice to Young Samurai
ca. r4oo

ielders ofbow and arrow should behave in a

manner considerate not onlv of their own
honor, of course, but also of the honor of their
descendants.They should not bring on eternal dis-
grace by solicitude for their limited lives.

That being said, nevertheless to regard your
one and only life as like dust or ashes and die when
you shouldnt is to acquire a worthless reputation.
A genuine motive would be, for example, to give
up your life for the sake of the sole sovereign, or
serving under the commander of the military in a

time of need; these would convey an exalted name
to children and descendants. Something like a

strategy of the moment, whether good or bad, can-
not raise the family reputation much.

Warriors should never be thoughtless or
absentminded but handle all things with fore-
thought....

It is said that good warriors and good
Buddhists are similarly circumspect.'Whatever the
matter, it is vexing for the mind not to be calm.
Putting others' minds at ease too is something
found onlv in the considerate....

Source: Thomas Cleary trans. and ed,., Tiaining the

Samurci Mind (Boston: Shambhala, zoo8), r8-zo.

When you begin to think of yourself, you'll get
irritated at your parents'concern and defy their
instructions. Even if your parents may be stupid, if
you obey their instructions, at least you won't be
violating the principle of nature.'What is more,
eighry to ninety percent of the time what parents
say makes sense for their children. It builds up in
oneself to become obvious.The words of our par-
ents we defied in irritation long ago are all essen-
tial. You should emulate even a bad parent rather
than a good stranger; that's how a family culture is

transmitted and comes to be known as a person's
legacy....

Even if one doesn't perform any religious exer-
cises and never makes a visit to a shrine. neither
deities nor buddhas will disregard a person whose
mind is honest and compassionate. In particular,
the Great Goddess of Ise,o the great bodhisattva
Hachiman," and the deity of Kitanoo will dwell in
the heads of people whose minds are honest, clean,
and good.

ocreat 
Goddess of Ise: Amaterasu, the sun goddess.

ollachiman: 
a Japanese deiry who came to be seen as

a Buddhist bodhisatwa.
oKitano, 

patron god of learning.

Iiuaca'qra RvosnuN

The Imagawa lrttu
r412

As you do not understand the Arts of Peaceo your
skill in the Arts ofW'aro will not, in the end, achieve
victory.

oArts of Peace: literary skills including poerry, his-
tory, philosophy, and ritual.
oArts 

of War: horsemanship, archery, swordsmanship.

You like to roam about, hawking and cormorant
fishing, relishing the purposelessness of taking life.

You live in luxury by fleecing the people and
plundering the shrines.

Source: From Carl Steenstrup, trans.,"The Imagawa
Letter," Monumenta Nipponica 28, no.3 (Autumn 1973),

295-316.
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To build your own dwelling you razed the
pagoda and other buildings of the memorial temple
ofour ancestors.

You do not distinguish between good and bad
behavior of your retainers, but reward or punish
them without justice.

You permit yourself to forget the kindness that
our lord and father showed us; thus you destroy the
principles of loyalry and filial piety.

You do not understand the difference in starus

between yourself and others; sometimes you make

too much of other people, sometimes too little.
You disregard other people's viewpoints; you

bully them and rely on force.
You excel at drinking bouts, amusements, and

gambling, but you forget the business of our clan.

You provide yourself lavistrly with clothes and

weapons, but your retainers are poorly equipped.
You ought to show utmost respect to Buddhist

monls and priests and carry out ceremonies properly.

You impede the flow of travelers by erecting
barriers everywhere in your territory.

Whether you are in charge of anything-such
as a province or a district-or not, it will be difticult
to put your abilities to any use ifyou have not won
the sympathy and respect of ordinary people.

Just as the Buddhist scriptures tell us that the
Buddha incessantly strives to save mankind, in the
same way you should exert your mind to the utmost
in all your activities, be they civil or military and

never fall into negligence.
It should be regarded as dangerous ifthe ruler of

the people in a province is deficient even in a single

[one] of the cardinal virtues ofhuman-heartedness,
righteousness, propriery, wisdom, and good faith.

You were born to be a warrior, but you mis-
manage your territory do not maintain the army,

and are not ashamed although people laugh at you.
It is, indeed, a mortifying situation for you and our
whole clan.

1.

Using the Evidence:

The Making of Japanese Civitization

Considering cultural borrowing and assimilation: What evidence

of cultural borrowing can you identify in these documents? To what extent

did those borrowed elements come to be regarded as Japanese?

Looking for continuities: What older patterns ofJapanese thought and

practice persisted despite much cultural borrowing from China?

Noticing inconsistencies and change: No national culture develops as

a single set of ideas and practices.What inconsistencies, tensions, or differ-

ences in emphasis can you identifi in these documents?'What changes over

time can you identifr in these selections?

ConsideringJapanese Buddhism: In what diferent ways did Buddhism

play a role inJapan during the postclassical era? How did Buddhism change

Japan, and how didJapan change Buddhism?

2.

3.
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Considering the Evidence:

The Leisure Life of China's Elites

pro* the earliest centuries of Chinese civilization, that country's artists have
I painted-on portery paper, wood, and silk; in tombs, on coflins, and on
walls; in albums and on scrolls. Relying largely on ink rather than oils, their
brushes depicted human figures, landscapes, religious themes, and images of
ordinary life. while chinese painting evolved over many centuries, both in
terms of subject matter and technique, by most accounts it reached a high point
of artistic brilliance during the Tang and Song dynasties.

Here, however, we are less interested in the aesthetic achievements of
chinese painting than in what those works can show us about the life of china's
elite class-those men who had passed the highest-level examinations and
held high o{fice in the state bureaucracy and those women who lived within
the circles of the imperial court..while they represented only a tiny fraction
of chinab huge population, such elite groups established the tone and set the
standards ofbehavior for chinese civilization. For such people,leisure was a pos-
itive value, a time for nurturing relationships and cultivating one's character in
good confucian or Daoist fashion.According to theThng dynasry writer and
scholar Duan Chengshi,

Leisure is good.
Dusty affairs don't entangle the mind.
I sit facing the tree outside the window
And watch its shadow change direction three times.38

Action and work, in the chinese view of things, need to be balanced by self-
reflection and leisure. In the visual sources that follow, we can catch a glimpse
of how the chinese elite lived and interacted with one another, particularly
in their leisure time.

Leading court officials and scholar-bureaucrats must have been greatly hon-
ored to be invited to an elegant banquet, hosted by the emperor himse[ such
as that shown in Visual Source 9.r. usually attributed to the emperor
Huizong (ro8z-rr35)-who was himself a noted painter, poer, calligrapher,
and collector-the painting shows a refined dinner gathering of high oflicials
drinking tea and wine with the emperor presiding at the left.3eThis emperor's
great attention to the arts rather than to affairs ofstate gained him a reputation

477
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Visuat Source 9.1 A Banquet with the Emperor (Nationat Palace Museum, Taipei, Talwan)
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Elite women of the court likewise garhered to ear, drink, and talk, as illus-
trated invisual Source g.2,an anonymousTang dynasty painting on silk. Host-
ing the event is the empress, shown seated upright in the middle of the left side
of the table, holding a fan and wearing a distinctive headdress. Her guests and
paid professional musicians sit around the table.

r How does this gathering of elite women differ from that of the men in
visual Source 9.r? How might their conversation differ from that of
the men?

I To what extent are the emperor and empress invisual Sources 9.r and,9.z
distinguished from their guests? How do you think the emperor and
empress viewed their roles at these functions? were they acting as private
persons among friends or in an ofiicial capaciry?

I What differences in status among these women can you identify?

I What view of these women does the artist seek to convey?

f What does the posture of the women suggest about the event?

Visual source 9.2 At Tabte with the Empress (National palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan)
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Visual Source 9.3 A Literary Gathering (Patace Museum, Beijing)

confucian cultural ideals gave great prominence to literature, poetry,

and scholarly pursuits as leisure activities appropriate for "gentlemen" (see

pp. rg3-g5).confucius himself had declared that "gentlemen make friends

through literature, and through friendship increase their benevolence."

Thus literary gatherings of scholars and officials, often in garden settings,

were common themes inThng and Song dynasty paintings.Visual Source 9.3,

by the renrh-century painter Zhou wenju, provides an illustration of such

a gathering.

I what marks these figures as cultivated men of literary or scholarly

inclination?

I what meaning might you attribute to the outdoor garden setting of
this image and that ofVisual Source 9.r?

I Notice the various gazes of the four figures.'What do they suggest

about the character of this gathering and the interpersonal relationships

among its ParticiPants?

r Do you think the artist was seeking to convey an idealized image of
what a gathering of officials ought to be or a realistic portrayal of an

actual event?What elements of the painting support your answer?
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Chinese scholars and bureaucrats are often shown, in their leisure hours,
as solitary contemplatives, immersing themselves in nature.The famous Song
dynasty painter MaYuan (u6o-rzz5) depicted such an image in his master-
piece entided On a Mountain Path in Spring. InVisual Source 9.4, a scholar
walks in the countryrside watching several birds, while his servant trails behind
carrying his master's 4in (lute).A short poem in the upper right reads:

Brushed by his sleeves, wild flowers dance in the wind;
Fleeing from him, the hidden birds cut short their songs.ao

I How would you define the mood of this painting? What techniques did
MaYuan use to evoke this mood?

I How might this painting reflect the perspecrives ofDaoism (see pp. ryS-11il?
How does it differ from the more Confucian tone ofVisual Source 9.3?

I What relationship with nature does this painting convey?

I During MaYuant liGtime, the northern part of China was coming
under the control of the feared Mongols. How might an awareness of
this situation affect our understanding of this painting?

427

Visual source 9.4 sotitary Reftection (National patace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan)
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Visual Source 9.5 An Etite Night Party (Palace Museum, Beiiing)

Not dl was poetry and contemplation of nature in the leisure-time activi-

fies of China's elite. Nor were men and women always so strictly segregated as

the preceding visual sources may suggest.Visual Source 9.5 illustrates another

side of Chinese elite life.These images are part of a long tenth-century scroll

painting entitled The Night Reuek of Han Xizai. Apparently, the Tang dynasty

emperor Li Yu became suspicious that one of his ministers, Han Xizai, was

overindulging in suspicious night-long parties in his own home. He therefore

commissioned the artist Gu Hongzhong to attend these parties secretly and

to record rhe events in a painting, which he hoped would shame his wayward

but talented official into more appropriate and dignified behavior.The entire

scroll shows men and women together, sometimes in flirtatious situations, while

open sleeping areas suggest sexual activity.

I What kinds of entertainment were featured at this gathering?

I What aspects of these parties shown in the scroll paintin$ might have

caused the emperor some concern? Refer back to the "singsong girls,"

shown on page zfi.In what resPects might these kinds of gatherings

run counter to Confucian values?

I How are women portrayed in these images? In what ways are they

relating to the men in the paintings?

1.

2.

Using the Evidence:

The Leisure Life of China's Elites

Describing elite society: Based on these visual sources, write a brief

description of the social life of chinese elites during the Tang and Song

dynasties.

Defining the selGirnage of an elite: What do these visual sources sug-

gest about how members of the elite idedly viewed themselves? In what

ways do those self-portraits draw upon Confucian, Daoist, or Buddhist

teachings?
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Noticing differences in the depiction of wornen: In what dilferent

ways are women represented in these paintings? Keep in mind that all of
the artists were men. How might this affect the way women were depicted?

How might female artists have portrayed them differently?

Using images to illustrate change: Reread the sections on Chinese

women (pp. zSf-SS and 384-85). How might these images be used to

illustrate the changes in woment lives that are described in those pages?

Seeking additional sources: What other kinds of visual sources might

provide further insight into the lives of Chinese elites?

4.

5.
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